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Maximum: 100 marksTime: Three hours

~
3.

4.

PART A - (5.x 6 = 30 marks)'.

Answer ~nyFlVE questions.
. "

All questions C~rryequal marks.

Discuss the tasks. ofmarketing. ~

What is E-marketing? -.

Define target audience.<"'

Write short notes on : AGMARK,BIS.

5. What is product extension?

C9:::' .Define Remarketing.. ~

~~\ What is labelling? '/. .

'.&Define consumer protectionAct.,

PART B - «(5 x 10 = 50.marks)

-.Answer any FIVE questions.

All ques~ions carry equal marks.
I

Discuss clearly the modern concept of marketing. --

How will. you' measure. the effectiveness of an, .
advertising? '.'/

9~ '

~.

13. '..Explain the' challenges associated with services
.marketing.

o Case study. ~

Develop an advertisement -for a mobile hand set
company addressing the rural consumers using
the direct- market approach. Emphasize more on
the issues of relationship marketing.

15.

./

.Briefly describe the functions of a wholesaler.'
, .

. .. .'.

What is product Iife cycle and explain its various
stages? . /

Explain the procedure involved in the recruitment
and selections of salesman. / .' . .

Narrate the factors affecting the channel choice.»<

What is. pricing? .D~isc~~.A..~' various pricing
methods. ,/""~~.'

PART'C -'- (1x 20= 20 marks)

Compulsory.
'.
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'>

16. 'Describe the Kendal's notation for representing
'queueing models.

PART C - (1 x 20 = 2{) marks)

Compulsory..

17. The following failurerates 'have been observed for
certain items: ' "

, End of month : ' 1 2 3 4 '5

Probability of failure :~2:..0O.:~O 0".j550.85 1.00 ,

The cost of 'replacing an individual Item is
Rs. 1.25

i
The decision is made to replace .all item

frI'\ ' simultaneously at fixed intervals and also replace
LV individual item as they fail..tr the, cost of group

replacement1.~50 paise, what is thebest interval
for group replacement~ At what group
replacement, per' item, would a policy strictly
individual replacement becomepreferable to the
adopted policy?

,/
I ' f'

I v

,,'

, ,

• ,',1 r

4
."

PIID 77508IPMBHJ
PMBIH'

MAY 2011~ , PIID 77508IPMBHI
PMBIH

,I Time: Three hours ' Maximum: 100 marks

PART A - (5 xf = 30 marks)

"

Answer any.FIVE questions. '

All questions carry equal marks.

1. State, any tworelation~hipbetween primal and
'dualLPP. '

('f) What . is, meant by ,"D~generacy" '~ a
\...:./\ transportation problem?' ' ~~--7,

3. What do you mean by resource-smoothing?'

4. State the relationship, between0three-floats in
network.

,,5. Distinguish between PERT and CPM.

~ What doyou mean by 'Balking' and 'Renegin~in a

~. ~::::W;hbetween pure ~dm: strategies in

~ Game.

('(i), ., What is meant .by individual and group
~ replacement?
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PART B - (5 x LO = 50 marks)

. Answer any FIVE questions.

. '. All questions carry equal marks.®\Solv~ graphically the followingL.P.P ..
Maximize z = 3x + 2y . ". .

Subject to.
-2x +3y~ 9

x -5y ~ -20

and x,y ~ O.

.@ Solve i;he.followingtransportation problem ....
..... To Availability

A Be
I 50 30 220 1 .

.From· II 90 45,170 3

.III 250 200 50 '. 4
Requirements 4 2 .~ 2·

00lve the assignment problem.

~ " . J~

P Q R S

A 1826 17 11

B 13 28 14.26
Machine

C 3819 18 15

D 19 26 24 10

. 2 PIID 77508IPMBHI
PMBIH

. r'

" .

i~A' project schedule has the following·

. characteri~tics. . ~
'Activity:' . 1-21-32-43-4 3-5 4--9

Time (Rrs~): 4 1 1 1 6

A~tivity : 5-65-76-87-88-10 -10
TIme (Rrs.): 4 8 1 2 5 7

,
. Draw the network find the critical path and also

total float.

13. A and B play a game in which each has three
coins, a 5P,a lOP and a 20P. Each select a coin
without the knowledge' of the other's choice. If the
sum of the coins is an odd amount,A wins B's coin;
if. the sum even B wins A's coin.. Find the best
strategy for each player and the value of the game.

14. A certain item costs.Rs. 235 per ton. The monthly
requirements are 5 tonsand. each time the stock is
replenished, there is a set' up cost of Rs.1,OOO:The
cost of carrying inventory has been estimated at
10% ofthe average inventory per year. What is the

. . optimum order quantity? (; . . :"

(ffi' The cost~ a machi~e isRs. 6;100 and its scrap
V\ value is 100. The maintenancecost found from

.experience are 'as follows·:
Year : 1· 2 3' 4 5 6 7 8

M/C cost (Rs,): 100 250.400 600 9001200 1600 2000

When should the machine be replaced.?

3 .PIID 77508fPMBHI
PMBIH
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MAY 2011 ,PIID 77505IPMBEI
PMBIE

Time : Three hours Maximum: 100 marks,

PART A - (5 x ~= 30 ~arks)

" Answer any:fIVE questions.

All questions' carry equal marks,

,cry' Describe managerialeconomics ..r:
.---.,

2. ' Describe probability analysis.

'~' ' ..
Y" Elucidate optimization.v-- ',' ' ,

.. escribe payback period in investment ";'alysis .~

"Cb--- Describ~ cost analysis . ./. '

~ Explain about the breakevenanalysis. r:

7. Write a short note on economic growth.z

8. Describe the features of MRTP Act.
./',
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PART B - (5 x 10= 50 marks)

.Answer any FIVE questions ...

All questions carry equal marks.

9. Explain multivariate optimization.
c./If:JL r ~ .~ L tv---"-

10. Explain the long run and short run cost functions ..r

Explain the methods offorecas~t', "

Explain the pricing methods . ./ ' ---U
~

Explain input-output analysis.z' ~

.' .' i . ~ -:1"A4~)
'. 14. Explain the value cham model. ~?';::/~,

. ~ Explain the economic view of adver'tisingvj.> ,).

~ Explain-the theory of income determina,tion., t :

PART C - (20 marks) 'r"'/;
Compulsory./

17... Calculate Internal Rate of Return and suggest a
project.

Project

Initial lnvestment ERsJ

Estimated life period'
(years! ..~

A

18,00,000

B·

18,00,000

CD
2 . PlIn 77505IPMBEI

. PMBIE

6

~e.~:
A B !Project

Inflows

First year (Rs.)

Second year (Rs.)

Third year (Rs.)

Fourth year (Rs.)

Fifth year (Rs.)

Sixth year (Rs.)

3 Lakhs,
5 Lakh.s·

5,Lcikhs

6.5 Lakhs

7 Lakhs

6 Lakhs

~
.bPU\-~

.~

~.--
'I p

eol'rv'p:a.

~'

~

8 Lakhs

7.75 Lakhs > ~

:7.5Lakhs "I ,,> ,U-

6;Lakhs ~

6 Lakhs u\ .u
6 Lakhs

4,,2$,.~b .. ,
..-r-l:;, .

----.J ~ '..J...b' .
e- I~

~,~ '.

('~ ~"

~ a: ':.=..3IP""'~ fQP .
~ c:::--- _~

.' h ,- . ~t:

6-~\P r--

~~£5L~

~
(Jv.o£v ~z ~. b .'

c.~

~~.----
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MAY 2011 PIID 7.7506/
PMBFIPMBIF

Time: Three hours Maximum: 100 marks

PARTA- (5 x 6 = 30 marks)

Answer any FIVE questions.

All questions carry equal marks.

&,. Distinguish between' executed contract .and'

executor contract .

./f!.' Define the term offer. Distinguish between offer

~nd acceptance.

3. Explain the features of negotiable instrument.

4. What is dishonor of an instrument?

@'X Write short notes on memorandum.

@.... Describe various meeting.

7. What are the leaves to which women are entitled
in case' of miscarriage or illness ansmg out of
pregnancy?"

o

.Enumerate the scope ofminimum wages act.
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9.

~

13.

PART B - (5 x 10= 50 marks)

Answer any FIVE questions.

All questions carry equal marks.

What are the different modes of discharge of
contracts? Explain the discharge of contract by
performance or'tender.

State the practices to negotiable instruments'
promissory note and bills of exchanger"?"

II Explain the -powers, duties and liabilities of
directors.

Explain the'features of Factory's Ac~

Discuss the defenses available to an employer
against a claim for compensation' made by a
workman under the workmen's compensation act.

14. 'Explain industrial dispute Act.

~ Discuss resolution and winding up.'-

~ Explain articles of association in detail. -....--

PART C - (20 marks)

Compulsory.

@ The' Nelson & Co has two trade unions in its
, 'organisation. Both the unions are equally strength

full. Employees of one trade unions demands more
- . '

2 PIID 775061
PMBFIPMBIF

v

'I
I

bonuses for the festival and the other trade union
settled with the announced bonus amount. On
repeated gate meeting by the union members, the
,autliorities decided to suspend some of the leaders
of the rebelling trade union. On hearing the news,
both the trade unions joint together and went on
strike. If you were been appointed to negotiate
with the trade union, explain the methods that
you may adopt to solve the issue.

~
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.Questicns: . \

(a) If you were one of tl:t~directors, 'how would
you answer the questions that the\directors
ha~? \

(b) What would you do to develop strong
leaders? --

4 PIID 77503IPMBC/
PMBIC

MAY 2011 P/ID 775031PMBC/
PMBIC

I
Time' : Three hours , Maximum: 100 marks

I .
PAR~ A - (S x 6= 30 marks)

Answer any FIVE questions.

All questions carry equal marks.

&"What are the contributingfi Ids of organisational •

behaviour?
I

~iSCUSS the determinants of personality .

.~ What i~ learning curve?

~arrate the stages of group developm nt.

S. Distinguish between' culture and values.

~"---What is org~nisational development?

~y do people join groups?

8. Differentiate between

dysfunctional conflict.

\
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\
\

PART B - (5 x 10 = 50 mark's)'

Answer ariy FIVE questions.

All questions carry e~\al mark~.'.&.Explain the factors that determine an individual .

. .personahty. What are the major determmantsof
'. . \\., .', " .

personahty .that mfluence\he study" of

organisationalbehaviour., ~'.... . ' '.\_

~te. the advantages anddisadvantagesof gro'up

;;;---decision making prQcess.- -.l ' :'\,

,
11. What is managerial grid? Explain.

~xplain '. the r.ole·· oficommunication i1.
~~ . I

. organisation. " r . ,

13. Describe' 'ERG' theory of motivation. Explain

."--Need-Drive-Goal and defence mechanism.

~.TTOW can stress be managed in organi~~tions?''7
~ '-,'

~

~

. 15. Critically' e~amine the };raltjheory of leadership.

~at.is job d~sign?Describe the factors .drecting

job design. .I

\. '~2 PIID 775~31PMBCI
PMBIC

r\

PART G-(1 x 20,= 20 marks)

(Compulsory)

Casr Study:,
. . ,

17, In 2007, Mr. Anish, a charted accountant was, .

elected as the Chairman of ABC.Life Insurance
•• I '. .

Company. During2007; the ~)Usinesscouldn't grow

fast. This maturally perturbed Mr.Anish as it did

to the board ofdirector's of the company. The'·'

,board concluded the lack of leadership. in sales

policies, It was concludedthat two .directors in'

charge of sales were, competent executives and

leaders but the regional and district managers

working under them were not competent leaders.an

Mr. ,Anish called the two directors and asked them

to ensure strong leadership at/the regional and

district levei ~r else quit their jobs. As thlse

d~rectors left the meeting ~ith the Chairmjll," one

director told other", Now Just 40w do \~e make
," . /, I

people leaders?How can we be sure,(whether orx ..

not ,a person is a leader? You know this-is tough

job. Read and analyse the above case and answ
the following questions, . \ .

3' .
r

,

<,
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MAY 2011 rvm 77502/·
PMBBIPMBIB .:

Time: Three hours Maximum: 100 marks

PART A - (5 x 6= 30 marks)

..Answer .any FIVE questions.

All questions carry equal marks.

1... Describe the applicationsof probability III

Industrial problems.

~esc~ibe
. making .

.. @j--nescribe

. . .research.

~ Discuss statistics .and parameters ..

the risk and uncertairity III decision-

the uses of correlationIII marketing

~Discuss average revenue and total revenue.

6. How the results of factor analysi~ be used by

marketers? . .

~Descrlbe thebasie methods of clustering us:ed in

the marketing research.. . ..&- How to write the business research zeport?
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r ,

PART B - (5 x 10 = 50 marks)

Answer any FIVE questions.

All questions carry equal marks.

&" Explain the applications of differentiation and

integration in business research..
.~ When the marketing researchshould be done?

Discuss. . .

11. Think of ~nd list down someiapplications where

.qualitative methods are better than quantitative

methods.

r6.\/ Explain the structured and. unstructured,

U·disguised and undisguised questions.

13. What are demograph~c variables? Why do we need

to study them in marketing research?

14. Can nominal scale variables be used. as

independent variables in a regression analysis? If

.yes, explain how this is done?' .

e-EXPlain theformatof a gQQ~researchreportc .«

.. . . \..
.' 2 PIID 775021

PM.BBIPMBIB

. ..
16. Following all the weekly sale records (Rs.) of three

. salesmen, A, Band C of a company during13

sale-calls.

A 300 400 300 600

B 600 300 300 . 400

C 700 300 400 600 600

Test whether the sales of three salesmen are
different (F= 4.10 and 3.81)

PART C"=: (1 x 20 ,;"20 marks)

.Compulsory

17. From the following data, obtain the two regression
equations: .

Sales: .91 97 108 121 67 124 61 73 111 67

Purchase: 71 76. 69 97 70. 91 39 61 80 47

3 PIID 775021
PMBBIPMBIB'
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PART B - (5 x 10= 50 marks)

Answer any FIVE questions.

All questions carry equal marks.

Bring/out the contributions of Henry Fayol, Mary
Parker Follet and Peter. F. Drucker to the
management science.

~at do you understand about pervasiveness of
../ planning? Explain the various types of plans.

~~w to design an organisation structure? What
~ ::r~ the various organisation structures In

V practice?

Vxplain the functi:ns 'and componnts of staffing.

~3( Explain the typ s of leadership styles and their
'\K. functions.

14. What is control? Explain th integrated control
system.

r«sYcomment on decision making proce~s in Top level

\.0' management.

Briefly explain the emerging management
concepts, in the changing business situations.

2 rvrn 77501IPMBAI
PMBIA

PART G- (1 x 20= 20 marks)

. (Compulsory)

17. Case Analysis.

Managers are important in.setting the ethical tone
for efilploYees. If you work for an unethical
manager chancesfis you may eventually feel.some
pressure to act in ways that you consider

/unethical. Suppose you suspect tha~Y9~i: boss is
not completely honest when reporting the sales
figures for your unit. What should .you do? How
would you respond. l

3 rvm 77501IPMBAI
PMBIA
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Time : Three hours' Maximum: 100 marks

PART A - (5 x 6= 30 marks)

Answer any FIVE questions.
All questions carry equal marks.

o Why has Fedric Winslow, Taylor been called as
"The Father of Scientific Management" and Henry
Fayol as "The Father of modern management
theory".

2. How can you, distinguish between strategies and
policies?

I

What factors determines the span ofmanagement?

4. Enumerate the merits and demerits of committee
system of organisation.

~
Describe the communication process. State the
need for feed-back in communication process.

@ What is meant by MBE? State its uses. \ II

v '(!!) What are the qualities of a good leader?

0j
Differen~iat~ between .formal and informal
communication. Explain the types of
organisational communication process.
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MAY 2011 PIID 775071 '
PMBGIPMBIG,

-' Time: Three hours Maximum : 100 marks

PART A- (5x 6= 30 marks)

, Answer any FIVE questions.
. ,'...

All questions carry equal marks.

What are thetypes of research?.r-

!i-

Is hypothesis always necessary in research?

3. / Enumerate the sources of data.-oJ....

~ Wh~tis sampling? ,. , ' ,

~ \ How diagram~ssists data analysis? '

6. r-- Write short notes on chi-square test.01-

~

.,\ .Describe circular letters and sales letters.

',8. Explain seminar and conference. "
, ,

. ", .

- PARTB --.:..(5 x 10= 5o'marks)'
, ,

Answer any FIVE questions.

AUquestions carry equal marks.

Explain, and discuss different types of scale.
, ' , ----

Explain'sampling methods . .....-

,',

R/\,~iplain the central tendency measures used for
~~;~lysis.

12. /' Discuss primary and secondary data collection
, methods in detail.

~.9rE;ai~ any. three, parametric ,tests usedIII

\!:tI< ::~{~SISof social research,

',~. Expla.in \ t~e types,0(, questions used III a
, uestionnaire. - ,. .' .

\'

Discuss.the rig~ts, and powers of a chairman.

Explain the criteria to evaluate oral presentations.
i.'I",~ "

PART C -'(20 marks)

(Compulsory)

,17. Explain collec~ions§r~s in business letter w ting.
Draft one letter for each stage of collection. v

, '/

-'/~' "

S~ fJ~~·,·

·fOo·~.~ '":

2 PIID 77507/
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